Preferences

Budgeted Values

The Budget Values switch enables the entering of budgeted values for detailed expenses. By default budgeted values for detailed expenses are turned off and only group entries can have budgeted values entered. To enable budgeted values entry for detailed items set the Budgeted Values switch to ON. For a detailed description of budgeted values see help for expenses/purchases.

Label Outlines

The Label Outlines switch enables the printing of a one pixel outline for labels. This can be useful for printing address labels on full size 8.5 x 11 label sheets as guides for cutting labels. By default Label Outlines is turned OFF.

Tell A Friend

Touch the Tell A Friend button to launch an email composer without leaving WeddingPlannerHD. You can then send a message to a friend or friends to tell them about all the great features in WeddingPlannerHD.

Contact Us

If you have a suggestion, need help, or want to report a problem, touching the Contact Us button will launch the email composer with our contact email address in the To field. All you need to do is to provide the message and change the subject if you so desire. Your feedback is important to us.